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asking him to move in with her when she moved to Essex but he didn't want to. I think his mum and dad were
quite hard working and provided Anthony with money to get by with his living costs, but his dad was also telling
r·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·1

him to get a job so Anthony used to just say he had jobs to keep him off of his back. !.:~~~~t~~=.i

With regards to Hobbies Anthony on occasions liked to run. He liked to go to ait and fashion exhibitions and
liked being outdoors wandering around finding new places.
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When I first met Anthony he had a passion for Fashion but at college he was a bit lazy and didn't always go t.o
lessons. We were supposed to be at College four to five days a week but there would be times where he would
come in late and do his own thing missing lessons. He snuggles to sleep a lot of the time and would be up
drinking late. He also took sleeping tablets to help him sleep and there would be limes where he would sleep for
two to three days in a row. For the first couple of months at college it would be normal for him to buy two bottles
of wine and sit at home drinking them. l was concemed at this behaviour but thought it was because he had
moved away to a new area. Within lhe last year I noticed that Anthony was more committed to his studies and
talked about his future career. I would say i.J.1 the last year he has only gone on four to five proper nights out and
maybe drunk a couple of drinks every fortnight as we has all been working hard for our degree. [~-i~~~-~~~~j
Anthony was the sort of person that kept his feelings to himself and was hard to work out. Anthony was gay but
did not really have a boyfrie11d whilst l knew him things were generally casual with Anthony. He talked about a
past boyfriend from when he lived in Hull and he was seeing someone called Danny who lived over the road from
him in Kensington in 2010. I know Anthony used to meet men on an App called Grinder for casual sex; this app
is only for gay men and casual sex. I think he met at least Ten people this way but were all one night stands.
Anthony was argumentative and knew how to wind people up. but I can't remember any incidents where he has
really upset anyone or made them an enemy. [~-i~~~-~-~-~-~~.J
With regards to income his mum and dad gave him money to help with his living costs and he used this for day lo
day living cost and for going out and alcohol. Anthony was not very good with money. A11lho11y would usually on
a day to day basis wear tracksuit bottoms or jeans with trainers, but I knew when he was going out as he would
··-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-.

put a chequed shit1 on with skinny jeans and trainers.
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Over the last couple of months I did not notice any differences in Anthony, we had joined a Gym together,
Anthony had stmted thinking about things more seriously. Anthony had stated to me that he had seen his GP
about pressures and that the GP had said he may have had mild Bi Polar. He lived with me for about a year and I
know he suffered a little with depression but I think he had it under control. The only medical conditions I think
he had was an over active Thyroid as he was skinny but ate a lot. He went to the doctors about this and they said

it was an overactive Thyroid, but was mild and be should be able to live with it. Anthony smoked between twenty
and Thirty roll ups a day and I know when he was younger in Hull he smoked a lot of weed but when he moved to
London he had stopped. On occasions and only if it was at the party he would do some cocaine or ecstasy but
would not know where to get in from in London. I know he used Poppers and bought these either from shops or
··-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-)
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